Chapter I.

(Three voices)
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Chapter II. (four voices)
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Chapter III. (three voices)

The greatest length or breadth of a full grown inhabitant of Flatland may be estimated at about eleven inches.
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Chapter IV. (four voices)

For if a Soldier is a wedge, a Woman is a needle; being so to speak all
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Chapter VI. (four voices)
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Chapter VII. (four voices)

A Wo-man must not on-ly be a line but a straight line; an Art - i - san or Sol - dier must have two of his side e - qual. Trades-men not on-ly be a line but a straight line; an Art - i - san or Sol - dier must have two of his side e - qual. Trades-men
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Tradesmen must have three sides.
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Chapter VIII. (four voices)

Life is somewhat dull in Flat-land. A zest which you in Space-land can hardly comprehend. Life with us is dull. Very dull indeed.
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hardly comprehend. Life with us is dull in Flat-land. A zest which you in Space-land can hardly comprehend.
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